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Example: SNP-disease annotations
• UIMA  Annotation Viewer with occurrences of SNPs (light blue) and diseases (pink) 
marked up.
• Additional information (genes, linguistic features, etc)  are also available in the UIMA CAS.
• All annotations have been automatically extracted using the pipeline described above.
• The annotations (linguistic, semantic)  can be used as training features for the Machine 
Learning algorithms that are part of the Text Mining system.
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1. Retrieval of annotations from DBs and supporting publication. 
For example, it is possible to use UniProt to extract natural 
variants (SNPs) associated to diseases and the supporting 
literature reference. 
2. Automatic identification of annotated Named Entities (SNPs, 
diseases) in the text from the supporting publication, and 
extraction of sentences that express the association.
3. Further processing of the text required for finding useful 
features for Machine Learning algorithms.
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Goal:
To foster collaboration between Text Mining (TM) experts and biologists for 
the development of useful tools for database curation.
• UIMA1 is a software architecture for processing  
unstructured information, such as Medline abstracts.
• UIMA allows easy sharing of modules between 
different research groups. The pipeline is
implemented with modules from JULIELab2 (Jena 
University), from the Center for Computational 
Pharmacology3 (University of Colorado), and our 
own modules.
• The JULIELab UIMA Type System (ontology 
containing concepts that TM can recognize) was 
extended for the identification of drugs, Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and diseases.
• The pipeline consists of the following components: 
Medline Collection Reader, Sentence Splitter,
Tokeniser, POS tagger, Linguistic Features 
Extractor, NER modules for the detection of 
diseases, genes and SNPs, and a Relation 
Extraction module4. 
(1) http://incubator.apache.org/UIMA
(2) http://www.julielab.de
(3) http://compbio.uchsc.edu
(4) Relation Extraction module: work in progress
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A. Curators identify, extract and curate information from articles 
to populate DBs.
B. TM system identifies and extracts information from articles 
(see TM system based on a UIMA pipeline).
C. Information extracted by TM is provided to the curator, who 
decides whether it will be included in the DB.
D. Annotations from DBs can be used to create training data for 
automatic learning algorithms that are part of TM engines 
(see Boostrapping).
E. Data processing by a UIMA NLP pipeline to extract features 
(semantic and syntactic) required to (re)train Machine 
Learning based TM systems. 
Processes  A and B can be linked to help the biocuration
process (C) and to improve quality of TM systems (D and E). 
Each iteration of the cycle will lead to an improvement in the 
quality of information provided by TM systems.
We are currently working on processes D (Bootstrapping), B 
(TM) and E (Data processing).
Text Mining-Biocuration interaction cycle
Bootstrapping
Goal: to make use of expert curated information from DBs to 
build a corpus of annotated documents, that in turn will be used
in training/testing of TM systems.
Requirement: DB annotations have to be supported by 
literature (e.g. Medline articles)
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Text Mining system based on a UIMA Pipeline
Text Mining system based on a UIMA 
Pipeline
Text Mining is useful for curation of DBs, but DBs can also be useful for Text Mining.
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